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IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR, ASSAM

Present: Shri Narayan Kuri, AJS,
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur, Assam

G.R. 843/2015
Under section 417 of the Indian Penal Code

State of Assam
        -Vs-

Sri Chidananda Hazarika
S/O: Late Kamal Hazarika
R/O: Tarajuli Pathali Pahar
P/S: Bihpuria
District: Lakhimpur, Assam

                                                                .……..Accused  person

Date of framing charge : 20.05.2016

Date of recording evidence : 13.07.2016, 01.09.2016, 

  20.01.2018, 29.03.2018, 

  08.05.2018, 20.12.2018, 

  15.07.2019

Statement u/s 313, Cr.P.C. recorded on : 29.07.2019

Date of argument : 11.10.2019

Date of judgment : 30  .10.2019

Advocates appeared in the case:-

Mr. Prasanta Dutta, Addl. P.P., for the State

Mr. Hari Prasad Phukan, Advocate, for the accused person

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The brief of the prosecution case as reflects from the ejahar (FIR)

is  that on 02.05.2015 informant ASI Umesh Borah lodged an Ejahar

with the In-charge of Harmoti Police Outpost alleging that at about 4:15

PM, on 01.05.2015, while he was conducting checking on the National

Highway 15 at Harmoti, he found a  TATA goods carrier vehicle (without

any registration number) was being drove down by one person namely

Sri Deep Deori, but on being asked he could not produce any document
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to him. Later on, a person, namely, Sri Kosheswar Thengal, appeared

and submitted a Registration Certificate of  the vehicle bearing Number

AS-07-A-1837  containing  chassis  number  (374415BWZ904781)  and

engine number (497SP27BWZ859763) but these did not match with the

chassis  number  (T052  VZ  838941)  and  engine  number

(23S25341817370521) of the seized vehicle, hence it was suspected to

be a stolen vehicle.

2.  The  In-charge  of  Harmoti  Police  Outpost,  on  receipt  of  the

ejahar, effected a G.D. Entry vide Harmoti O.P G.D. Entry No. 19 dated

02.05.2015 and forwarded the ejahar to  the Officer-in-charge of  the

Laluk Police Station who accordingly register a case vide Laluk PS Case

No.  100/2015  under  section  379  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code.  The

investigating  officer,  after  completing  the  investigation,  submitted

charge-sheet under section 420/406 of the Indian Penal Code against

accused person Sri Chidananda Hazarika to stand trial in the Court. 

3. On receipt of the charge-sheet, cognizance of the offence under

section 420/406 of  the Indian Penal  Code was taken as per  section

190(1)(b) of the Code of Criminal  Procedure. Necessary copies were

furnished to the accused person as per  section 207 of  the Code of

Criminal  Procedure  after  his  appearance  before  the  Court.  After

considering the materials on record and hearing both the sides, charge

under  section  417  of  the  Indian  Penal  Code  was  framed  in  writing

against the accused person. The charge was read over and explained

to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried. 

4. During the trial,  the prosecution examined altogether 9 (nine)

witnesses namely Sri Prabhat Saikia (PW-1), Sri Kishore Shah (PW-2),

Sri  Gobin  Borah  (PW-3),  Sri  Kosheswar  Thengal  (PW-4),  ASI  Umesh

Borah (PW-5), Sri Deep Deori (PW-6), Sri Upen Borah (PW-7), SI Suraj

Doley (PW-8),  Inspector  Budhin Pegu (PW-9)  and exhibited 8 (eight)

documents (Shown in the Annexure appended below). After the closure

of the prosecution evidence the accused person was examined under
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section 313 of the Code of Criminal Procedure wherein he denied the

incriminating materials put to him from the evidence of the witnesses

and  declined  to  adduce  evidence  in  their  defence.  Both  the  sides

advanced their respective arguments in this case.

POINT FOR DETERMINATION :

5. The point which is required to be determined for a just decision

of this case is as follows:

(i) Whether  accused  Chidananda  Hazarika  in  the  year  2012  by

deceiving Prabhat Saikia,  fraudulently or dishonestly induced him to

deliver money in lieu of a TATA DI 207 vehicle bearing registration No.

AS 07A 1837  but the chassis number and the engine number of the

said vehicle does not match with the chassis number and the engine

number  mentioned  in  the  registration  certificate  of  the  same  and

thereby committed  an  offence  punishable  under section 417 of  the

Indian Penal Code ?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREFOR: 

6. At the very outset it is essential to have a brief resume of the

version  of  the  witnesses  in  order  to  marshal  the  evidence  in  right

perspective in tandem with the point for discussion.

7. PW-1 Sri  Prabhat  Saikia  has stated that  in  the month of  July,

2015, he came to Harmoti Police Outpost on being called by the police

and there police asked him if he had purchased the TATA Mobile from

the accused to which he replied in positive. In his cross-examination,

he has stated that when he purchased the said vehicle, there was no

anomaly in the relevant documents of the said vehicle.

8. According  to  PW-2 Sri  Kishore  Shah his  school  M.S.  Memorial

School  purchased a TATA Mobile  vehicle  from Chidananda Hazarika,

which was caught  on the road at Harmoti.
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9. During examination PW-3 Sri Gobin Borah has averred that the

police took the vehicle of his school namely M.S. Memorial Residential

School  to  the  Harmoti  Police  Outpost  and  seized  the  same and he

signed on the seizure list. Ext-1 is the seizure list wherein Ext-1(1) is his

signature on the seizure list. In his cross-examination, he has stated

that he did not know why police seized the said vehicle and he put his

signature on a blank paper.

10. PW-4 Sri Kukheswar Thengal has stated that he is the President

of M.S. Memorial  School.  According to him, the Principal  of  the said

school purchased a vehicle from the accused. The police caught the

said vehicle at Harmoti and obtained his signature [Ext-1(2)] on Ext-1

(seizure list). In his cross-examination, he has stated that he does not

know why police caught the said vehicle. He put his signature on blank

paper. The police did not seize the said vehicle from his possession. 

11. PW-5  ASI  Umesh  Borah,  informant,  has  stated  that  on

01.05.2015, he was working as ASI of Police at Harmoti Police Outpost

and while conducting his duty on N.H. 15 he asked the driver of one

TATA 207 vehicle (goods carrier) to produce the documents of the said

vehicle  but  he  could  not  show  any  document.  Thereafter,  one

Kukheswar Thengal came and showed one R.C but the chassis number

and the engine number of the said R.C did not match the said vehicle.

As  such,  he filed on  ejahar  agaisnt  the  driver  Deep Deuri  with  the

Harmoti  Police  Outpost.  Ext-1  is  the  ejahar  wherein  Ext-1(1)  is  his

signature.  In  his  cross-examination,  he has stated that  he does not

accused  Chidananda  Hazarika.  He  only  knows  Deep  Deuri.  The

investigation of the case was done by SI Suraj Doley. He did not lodge

the case against the person who showed him the R.C. i.e. Kukheswar

Thengal. He did not know why and how the chassis number and engine

number did not match the said vehicle.  

12. PW-6 Sri Deep Deori has stated that he has been working as a

driver in Malong Salungha Memorial School, Banderdewa for last 4/5

years (from 29.03.2018). One TATA Mobile vehicle was purchased by
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the school and he was engaged as a driver. At the time of the incident

of occurrence at about 1.30 PM he was coming from the said school to

Harmoti by driving that TATA Mobile vehicle when the police stopped

his vehicle on the Highway before reached at the Harmoti Point  and

was asked for the pollution certificate and other documents of vehicles.

He was not having the documents of the vehicle with him at that time,

so  the  police  brought  him to  Harmoti  Police  Outpost.  He  called  Sri

Kukheswar Saikia, his maternal uncle, who brought the documents of

the vehicle from said Malong Salungha Memorial School, Banderdewa

to  Harmoti  Police  Outpost.  After  going  through  the  documents,  the

police  found  that  the  chassis  number  and  the  engine  number

mentioned in the documents did not match with the chassis number

and the engine number of TATA Mobile vehicle that he was driving.

Thereafter, the police lodged the case against him as he was the driver

of the said vehicle at that point of time. The police seized the vehicle

and the documents by preparing seizure list. Ext-1 is the seizure list

wherein Ext-1(3) is his signature. He was arrested by the police and

forwarded to judicial custody and after 18 days he was released and he

came to know that he was innocent and that is why he was released. In

his cross-examination, he has stated that he was not inquired on the

day of his arrest and police forwarded him to jail. He did not have any

personal  knowledge  that  the  chassis  number  and  engine  number

mentioned  in  the  documents  were  not  matching  with  the  chassis

number and engine number of TATA Mobile vehicle that he was driving.

He  did  not  know whether  the  school  authority  purchased  the  TATA

Mobile vehicle or get it as a gift. The police did not inquire him after he

was released from jail. He did not know the informant nor the person

against whom charge-sheet was laid in this case. He put his signature

on Ext-1 i.e. seizure list at the police outpost but was not aware of its

content and he did not remember if Ext.1 was already scribed or not at

the point of his putting signature. 

13. PW-7 Sri Upen Borah has stated that about 5/6 years ago (from

08.05.2018)  he  was  engaged  as  a  driver  of  a  TATA  Mobile  vehicle

owned by accused but the same was later sold to a school situated at
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Banderdewa and as such the police called him to the police station and

enquired him about the vehicle. In his cross-examination, he has stated

that the documents of the vehicle were up to date at the time when he

was driving the said vehicle. 

14. PW-8 SI  Suruj  Doley,  Investigating Officer,  has  stated that  on

01.05.2015, he was on duty as the In-charge of Harmoti Police Outpost

under  the  jurisdiction  of  Laluk  Police  Station.  On  that  day  i.e.

01.05.2015 at 1:30 PM, vide G.D. entry No. 05 dated 01.05.2012, ASI

Umesh Borah along with other police staff were conducting checking of

the vehicles at the Harmoti Bazar on National Highway 15. Ext-2 is the

extract  copy of  the said G.D.  Entry.  At that  time, ASI  Umesh Borah

spotted a four wheeler i.e TATA 207 Good Carrier vehicle without any

registration number and searched the vehicle and on inquiry found,

that the driver was not having any driving license also. The driver also

failed to produce any document of the vehicle and as such the driver

Sri Deep Deori and the said vehicle was brought to the Harmoti Police

Outpost. As the driver could not produce any document of the vehicle,

so the vehicle and the driver were kept in the outpost itself. Thereafter,

on 02.05.2015 ASI Umesh Borah lodged a FIR against driver Sri Deep

Deori and on receipt of the information, he  effected Harmoti G.D. Entry

No. 19 dated 02.05.2015 vide Ext-3 and forwarded the same to the

Officer-in-Charge of Laluk Police Station to register a case under proper

section of law and he himself took up the charge of the investigation of

the  case.  Ext-4  is  the  endorsement  order.  During  the  course  of

investigation,  he  recorded  the  statement  of  accused  person  and  it

appears  that  the  vehicle  was  engaged  under  Malayn  Salungba

Memorial  Residential  School,  Banderdewa,  Arunachal  Pradesh.  He

communicated  said  school  authority  to  furnish  documents  of  the

vehicle. The school Principal Mr. Nangbam Manglan Jao Singh appeared

in  the  Harmoti  Police  Outpost  along  with  owner  of  the  vehicle  Sri

Kosheswar Thengl and the owner of the vehicle submitted documents

of the vehicle. It is found that the engine number and chassis number

mentioned in the documents furnished by the owner did not match

with the actual engine number and the chassis number of the vehicle.
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As such, on suspicion that the vehicle is a stolen one, he seized the

vehicle along with the original certificate of registration produced by

the owner by preparing a seizure list vide Ext-1. He arrested the driver

Sri Deep Deori and forwarded him to the Court along with the seized

articles  and seizure list.  Thereafter,  on 05.05.2015, he recorded the

statement  of  Ex-Principal  of  the  said  school  Sri  Prabhat  Saikia  who

purchased the vehicle from Sri Chidananda Hazarika. He also visited

the place of the occurrence and prepared a sketch-map of the same.

He also recorded the statement of  second owner of  the vehicle  Sri

Chidananda Hazarika (accused) who informed him that he changed the

engine  and chassis  of  the  vehicle  as  the  said  vehicle  met  with  an

accident at Morigaon, but he did not inform the same to the DTO office.

He  also  seized  a  sale  agreement  from  Sri  Chidananda  Hazarika

(accused) which was executed between the accused and Sri Prabhat

Saikia vide Ext-6 seizure list.  Ext-7 is the original seized agreement.

After doing this much of investigation, he handed over the case diary

to  the  Officer-in-Charge  of  Laluk  Police  Station  as  he  had to  go  on

medical  leave.  Thereafter,  SI  Budhin  Pegu,  on  completion  of

investigation, submitted the charge-sheet. In his cross-examination, he

has stated that he did not seize any certificate of registration or other

relevant  document  from  accused  Chidananda  Hazarika.  Ext-7  was

seized  from the  accused  but  he  did  not  sent  the  same  to  FSL  for

verification.  There  was  no  mention  of  engine  number  and  chassis

number  in  the  said  agreement  i.e.  Ext-7.  The  vehicle  bearing

registration number AS-07-A-1837 is  mentioned only therein. There is

no manipulation in the certificate of registration. He did not cite any

witness from DTO office. There is no MVI report called for in connection

with the said vehicle. He did not obtain any certificate of the vehicle

from the office of the DTO. He admitted that none of the witnesses

stated to him that Chidananda Hazarika sold the vehicle by defrauding

or cheating Prabhat Saikia.

15. PW-9 Inspector Budin Pegu, Investigating Officer, has stated that

he was posted as In-charge of Harmoti Police Outpost in the year 2015.

According to him, the instant case was registered on 02.05.2015 and SI
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Suraj  Doley,  investigated  the  case  till  07.05.2015.  He  has  further

stated  that  on  perusal  of  the  case  diary,  it  is  found  that  during

investigation,  it  has  come  out  that  the  seized  vehicle  bearing

registration number AS-07-A-1837 was seized from the possession of

the accused driver, namely, Deep Deori. The certificate of registration

of the said vehicle which was submitted to the previous I.O was in the

name of Sri Chidananda Hazarika. On verification, it was found that the

engine number and the chassis number mentioned in the certificate of

registration does not match with the engine number and the chassis

number of the seized vehicle. So, it comes out that the owner of the

vehicle Sri Chidananda Hazarika practiced fraud by manipulating the

engine  number  and  the  chassis  number  of  the  seized  vehicle.

Accordingly,  he  found  sufficient  materials  against  the  owner  of  the

vehicle, namely, Sri Chidananda Hazarika under section 420/406 of the

Indian  Penal  Code.  Hence,  he  submitted  charge-sheet  against  the

accused persons,  namely,  Sri  Chidananda Hazarika with a prayer to

release accused person, Sri Deep Deori, against whom no incriminating

materials was found in this case. Ext-8 is the charge-sheet. In his cross-

examination,  he  has  stated  that  he  has  not  personally  done  any

investigation  of  this  case  nor  had  seized  anything  nor  recorded

statement of any witnesses.          

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE

16. What has boiled down from the analysis of the above evidence is

that  it  has  been impeccably  proved that  the Tata  Mobile  Vehicle  in

dispute was being owned by accused Chidananda Hazarika which was

later on sold out to M.S. Memorial School, Bandardewa represented by

PW-1 Prabhat Saikia and according to PW-1 there was no anomaly in

the document of the vehicle at the time of its purchase from accused.

It has also been out of question that by Ext.1 Seizure List police had

seized the Tata Mobile vehicle from the possession of PW-6 Deep Deori

who was initially arrested and forwarded to the judicial custody. But

later on facts unfurled that PW-6 Deep Deori was just the driver of the

vehicle and it was owned by M.S. Memorial School who purchased it
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from accused Chidananda Hazarika.  The vehicle had no Registration

Number but later on it had come out that it has Registration Certificate

bearing  Registration  No.  AS-07-A-1837  containing  chassis  number

(374415BWZ904781)  and  engine  number  (497SP27BWZ859763)  but

these did not match with the chassis number (T052 VZ 838941) and

engine  number  (23S25341817370521)  found  in  the  body  of  the

vehicle.  PW-8 I/O Saruj  Doley has clarified that accused Chidananda

Hazarika  had  stated  before  him  that  the  vehicle  met  with  an  at

Morigaon for which he had to change the Engine and Chassis number

of the vehicle but he did not inform this fact to the concerning DTO.

Accused Chidananda Hazarika sold the vehicle to M.S. Memorial School

by executing Ext.7 Sale Deed without containing the Engine or Chassis

number.  The I/O  did  not  find any manipulation  in  the Certificate  of

Registration  nor  seized  it  from the  possession  of  accused.  There  is

nothing in investigation which could suggest that the accused illegally

manipulated the Engine or Chassis number of the vehicle or that the

vehicle had been illegally acquired by the accused. 

17. The sale of the vehicle in question had been done bonafide from

accused to PW-1 by executing Ext.7 Sale Deed and that the assertion of

the accused that he had to change the Engine number and Chassis

number of the vehicle because of an accident occurred to his vehicle,

remained unimpeached, and as such I am of the irrefragable opinion

that the there is no inducement on the part of the accused to PW-1

Prabhat Saikia to sale the vehicle on a false identity. In fact it has not

been established by the prosecution that the identity of the vehicle

was been fabricated or forged. In the conclusion, I hereby hold that the

prosecution has failed to bring home the charge under section 417 of

the IPC against the accused.  

O R D E R

18. In view of the above discussion, I hereby hold that accused Sri

Chidananda Hazarika is not found guilty under section 417 IPC and as
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such  he  is  acquitted  of  the  charge  under  section  417  IPC  and

accordingly he is set at liberty forthwith.

19. The seized articles be disposed of in due course as per law.

20. The bail-bond of the acquitted accused shall remain in force for a

further period of 6(six) months.

21.Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 30th

day of October, 2019.

                                                                         

 (Shri Narayan Kuri)
                    Chief Judicial Magistrate,

                                     Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur
Dictated and Corrected by me:

  (Shri Narayan Kuri)
 Chief Judicial Magistrate,                       
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur

Transcribed and typed by me:

Narayan Chetri, Stenographer

    Continued………… (Appendix)
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A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE

Sri Prabhat Saikia (PW-1) 

Sri Kishore Shah (PW-2)

Sri Gobin Borah (PW-3)

Sri Kosheswar Thengal (PW-4)

ASI Umesh Borah (PW-5)

Sri Deep Deori (PW-6) 

Sri Upen Borah (PW-7)

SI Suraj Doley (PW-8) 

Inspector Budhin Pegu (PW-9)

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT

Seizure list (Ext-1)

Ejahar (Ext-1) 

Extract copy of G.D. Entry (Ext-2)

Extract copy of G.D. Entry (Ext-3)

Endorsement order (Ext-4)

Sketch-map (Ext-5)

Seizure list (Ext-6)

Original seized agreement (Ext-7)

Charge-sheet (Ext-8)

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE

Nil

DEFENCE EXHIBIT

Nil 

                                         
          (Shri Narayan Kuri)

                   Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                                     Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur
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